Background
==========

Development and progression of diseases are to a large amount linked to evolutionary conserved genes \[[@B1]\] as well as to reactions on environmental factors such as infection or nutrition. Many experimental model organisms including mouse, worm, fruit fly or yeast were established to study such factors when human material could not sufficiently be exploited. Such developments necessitate tracing the descendents of common ancestor genes in these organisms where gene conservation is typically judged by sequence similarity. Genes similar in sequence can be found not only in different organisms but also in a single organism after the appearance of evolutionary events such as genome duplications or the invention of alternative splicing isoforms (ASIs).

Today\'s attempts to systems biology integrate experimental insights from wet labs combining the fields of functional genomics, biomedicine and bioinformatics. The *function*of genes is either determined experimentally or predicted by similarity of respective sequences. In the same way, sequence similarity is commonly regarded as a valid measure for gene *evolution*. Hence, the conservation of gene sequences as well as of gene function refers to a common origin but this conservation does not exclude that gene function probably changes \[[@B2]-[@B5]\]. On the other hand, gene function can be indirectly derived from gene expression analyses regarding expression profiles as reactions patterns. Several aspects such as the essentiality of homologous genes \[[@B6]\] in normal and disease networks \[[@B7]\] are studied quantitatively using genome-wide gene, transcript or protein expression data. Hence, it would be beneficial to infer gene function with an integrated approach combining sequences and quantitative measurements.

The basis for such cross-species comparisons is the precise determination of orthology relationships between full-length protein sequences. Current family inferring approaches are aiming at the computation of the closest proteins of two organisms, the *orthologs*, or of a single organism, the *paralogs*, but the approaches are generally not capable to discriminate molecular individuals of similar functionality among a set of similar genes, e.g. within a single organism \[[@B8],[@B9]\]. Such approaches have been analysed and compared \[[@B10]\]; essentially, these approaches consist of a sequence similarity comparison with tools like BLAST \[[@B11]\] along with specific categorization algorithms and processing pipelines that exploit the results of the sequence similarity. Sets resulting from such categorizations are named orthologs clusters or protein families; the latter term is used for all such results in this paper. Depending on the specific algorithm for determining protein families, either a reduced \[[@B12]-[@B14]\] or the completely available organism range \[[@B15]\] is used. Strategies of the implementations aim at performing a strictly pairwise organism comparison \[[@B16],[@B17]\], large-scale comparisons for multiple species \[[@B15],[@B18]\], robust clustering algorithms in uncurated pipelines \[[@B15],[@B19]\], or the algorithm pipelines include reconciliations or further phylogenetic data \[[@B13]\]. During the last two decades, a large amount of such approaches were created \[[@B10],[@B20]\] and it is often difficult to retrace the results of such procedures. Respective repositories were established as searchable databases and are, currently, the ends of the information processing queue. In the context of quantitative analytics or systems biology it is desired that such successful and excellent information resources are used, for example as components of integrative data pipelines. As well, comparisons across particular established family sets by a single-standing or integrative application tool are sparse.

Because of the complexity of evolution it becomes necessary to broaden gene expression analyses to the full set of paralogous genes. Current gene expression studies are able to quantify expressed genes in a genome-wide manner using microarray chip technology and, more recently, quantitative high-throughput sequencing. One problem of microarray analyses is that expression data are often compressed to gene level annotation, which does not reflect alternatively spliced isoforms. It is important to note that large repositories for microarray experiments, the Gene Expression Omnibus GEO, ArrayExpress, or the Gene Expression ATLAS \[[@B21]-[@B23]\], store, beside the raw data, already normalized data. Such resources are used to retrieve or derive differential expression data of published research on immune response, ageing, nutrition, compound or drug treatment, or experimental gene manipulations such as knock-out or gene silencing. There already exist helper tools \[[@B24]\] that facilitate cross-species queries in such repositories for finding ortholog relationships.

In this work we describe the web server Ortho2ExpressMatrix (O2EM) that integrates evolutionary information on gene (protein or microRNA) families and whole-genome expression data in order to i) compare the experimentally comparable settings for two biological objects; ii) find functional orthologs in a pair of species; iii) help to infer a meaningful sub-clustering of large gene families by gene expression data; and, iv) disclose a row of similarly differentially expressed genes in the light of sequence similarity. The tool represents a systematic approach for genome and proteome research and aims to contribute to functional orthology detection.

Construction and context
========================

Organisms
---------

O2EM requires background data for each organism including the entire protein family information and gene annotation cascade from gene names to protein identifiers. The current organism space for O2EM comprises H. sapiens (Hs; human), M. musculus (Mm; mouse), D. melanogaster (Dm; fruit fly), C. elegans (Ce; worm), S. cerevisiae (Sc; yeast).

Gene annotation
---------------

Basic gene and protein information was retrieved from Ensembl \[[@B25]\] using the BioMart \[[@B26]\] service. The download includes gene names, descriptions and UniProt protein identifiers \[[@B27]\], separately for the four Ensembl releases 63 (of June 2011), 59 (of August 2010), 53 (of March 2009) and 49 (of March 2008). This variability opens the user the opportunity to retrieve results for a previous genome build, e.g. NCBI37 for human or to compare results across different genome builds (genome build versions for the five organisms and respective Ensembl versions can be found in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S1). Annotation of worm protein sequences was adjusted using the WormBase \[[@B28]\] for the sake of conformity with Ensembl.

Protein family approaches
-------------------------

We retrieved publicly available data of four different protein family approaches (EnsemblCompara, InParanoid, SYSTERS, Ensembl Family) and integrated them into O2EM conserving the original associations. This selection of protein family approaches was based on coverage of the pre-defined organism space, diversity in general methodology (multi-organism and pairwise organism approaches), varying granularity of the families and acceptance by the community. We generated family data sets for pairs of organisms in a common file format. Additionally, we created data sets for paralogs to be able to compare two individuals from the same species. For all approaches it can be observed that family or cluster IDs are generally not stable beyond a particular version.

### EnsemblCompara

Ensembl provides orthology relationships according to the EnsemblCompara method \[[@B13]\] in BioMart generally for pairs of species. Association data were retrieved for all organisms in the given organism space twice, in the forward way (querying orthologs of organism 2 by organism 1) as well as in the reciprocal way. Because EnsemblCompara does not provide own families or family identifiers, we determined connected components of orthologs integrating relationships of both directions. We generated unique and disjunct families out of the results and introduced a default numbering system. We additionally retrieved and generated separate paralog families for each of the organisms; the family identification was introduced analogously. However, only multi-protein families (one-to-many or many-to-many) were available; hence, all singleton paralog families must be ignored in O2EM.

### InParanoid

The InParanoid database \[[@B16],[@B17]\] is aimed to restrictively infer clusters of orthologous genes between two organisms \[[@B29]\]. InParanoid data are therefore available in O2EM only for cross-species queries. We included the InParanoid6 data set for Ensembl version 49 and InParanoid7 for Ensembl version 59 and above. Mouse and worm proteins identifiers were converted to standard Ensembl IDs where necessary.

### SYSTERS

The SYSTERS set of protein families \[[@B30]\] for multiple organisms was parsed to retrieve protein sequence identifiers and SYSTERS family identifiers for pairs of organism as well as for single organisms in the given organism space. Because SYSTERS \[[@B15]\] mainly refers to the UniProt/Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL nomenclature, respective identifiers were converted to Ensembl protein IDs for each Swiss-Prot accession number (AC) and, if no conflict occurred, for each related TrEMBL AC. Conflicts can arise if a TrEMBL AC reflects a fragmentary sequence, which is then (by Ensembl/BioMart) associated with multiple genes and therefore could be assigned to multiple SYSTERS families. Hence, ambiguity was prevented because protein sequences are in SYSTERS methodologically associated to disjunct families. The update of SYSTERS release 5 is based on UniProt release 12.4 and was integrated into O2EM.

### Ensembl Family

Families are generated for similar protein sequences \[[@B12]\] over a large set of organisms using the Markov Clustering algorithm \[[@B19]\]. This procedure is performed separately for each Ensembl version, introducing non-stable identifiers in early Ensembl versions, whereas newer Ensembl versions reflect the family generation in identifiers. We retrieved Ensembl Family sets and identifications separately for each of the three Ensembl versions. Subsets of respective protein families were established by filtering subsets of sequences separately for each pair of organisms (orthologs) and, additionally for each single organism, subsets of multiple sequences from single families (paralogs).

MicroRNA approaches
-------------------

The two family approaches for microRNAs, miRBase \[[@B31]\] and TargetScan \[[@B32]\], reflect either sequence similarities of microRNAs or the association of microRNAs to a shared set of target genes. Two sequence forms of microRNAs are systematically maintained by miRBase, which was selected as the reference resource for O2EM: the hairpin sequence, which is the precursor microRNA, and the mature microRNA, which is biologically processed from the hairpin and the regulating molecule. MicroRNA data sets are available for human, mouse, worm and fruit fly.

### miRBase

The miRBase provides microRNA gene families as sets of similar microRNA sequences across multiple organisms. We excerpted associations of mature microRNAs to microRNA families and pre-defined miRBase family sets for each pair of organisms in the organism space. We also added respective star microRNAs to miRBase family sets to take a putative functional impact of star microRNAs into account.

### TargetScan

We retrieved microRNA family associations from the TargetScan sets of human and mouse (TargetScan release 5.1) as well as of worm and fly from TargetScanWorm 5.1 and TargetScanFly 5.1. The mature and hairpin association in TargetScan refers to miRBase. In contrast to the data extraction for that resource, star microRNAs are ignored in O2EM\'s TargetScan families.

Microarray platforms and probe set information
----------------------------------------------

A number of prominent microarray platforms both for mRNA and microRNA analysis of the manufacturers Affymetrix, Illumina and Agilent are recorded in O2EM. The actual list of supported platforms---together with the corresponding GEO platform identification---is shown separately (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S2 and in the web tool\'s FAQs page). Associations of probe set identifiers to Ensembl transcript, protein or gene identifiers were retrieved from the BioMart service of Ensembl. They were not filtered according to ambiguity in any direction and were generated for the Ensembl versions 49, 53, 59, and 63 separately.

Similarity measures between protein sequences
---------------------------------------------

Reciprocal best hits were derived from pairwise all-against-all BLAST queries for each pair of organisms. Respective BLAST e-values were collected for all family members to characterize all pairs of the constituents of a protein family. However, it should be noted that O2EM families can not be re-computed with the tool since it uses already existing gene families according to the established approaches. Because BLAST e-values depend on the sequence length and the size of the reference database, they can differ significantly from family to family but are a good measure for the similarity between the homologs within a single protein family.

Implementation
==============

Data input
----------

The two organisms under analysis need to be pre-selected either by defining two (organism-specific) microarray platforms or directly by the organism names if data are associated to gene annotations (genes, transcripts or proteins). Data must be loadable in tab-delimited file format from the user\'s local computer. The tool accepts separate expression values for the two organisms to be compared (which also can be the same species) of both the treatment and the control experiments (i.e., as four plain text columns in total). Alternatively, pre-calculated ratios can be loaded (in two columns for each organism; options: ratios, log2-ratios, log10-ratios). Data may be given in one or two separate files; examples for data import are provided and the usage is described in the web tool. Annotation information can be given in one shared column or two separate columns for each organism. Input data can be assigned to probe set identifiers---a row of microarray platforms is integrated into O2EM and the association is then automatically performed---or to Ensembl gene, transcript or protein identifiers. Additionally, a separate microRNA annotation category is available beside respective microRNA-specific probe sets of several manufacturers.

Prior to starting the query and as an alternative to scrolling through the complete query result of all available protein families, the user can reduce the O2EM display to gene families of interest. Family identifiers must then correspond to those of the selected protein or microRNA family approach, or, if a list of genes is given, the display is reduced to respective (full) families. Furthermore, singleton families can be excluded which enables the user to set the research focus on either multi-gene families (i.e., two and more paralogous genes for at least one organism) or multi-protein families (two or more ASIs).

Pre-selection criteria
----------------------

O2EM supports the pre-selection of the output result according to significance of gene expression. The tool performs an automatic pre-selection and data filtering for significant values as well as for criteria of co-direction in both organisms; O2EM exploits HTML checkboxes for both purposes. Significance of differential expression in O2EM is judged by a fold-change threshold (default is \< 3/4 or \> 4/3) which can be set by the user. Co-directed expression, i.e., identical direction of fold-changes in the two organisms, can be used as an important data filtering criterion: co-directed over expression only, co-directed repression only, both together, both anti-directed directions (under-over and over-under expressions). The pre-selection enforces the automatic check-in of HTML check boxes which the user can manipulate after the pre-selection. As option of the pre-selection, the tool generates a plain text ASCII output in the subsequent step.

Operations during the procedure
-------------------------------

The data processing pipeline (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) comprises the automatic annotation from a given probe set to the transcript, and from the transcript to the respective protein as well as back to the gene. O2EM automatically performs the ratio calculation of differential expression if expression values for treatment and control are imported. Differential expression of all transcripts in a family is always re-calculated to log2-ratios and is colour-coded. Family members without expression values are automatically excluded from the matrix display. Ambiguous probe-to-gene or probe-to-transcript annotation does not lead to exclusion of respective probes to elucidate ambiguity. Expression values of redundant probes are averaged (arithmetic mean) in the colour boxes. Additionally, single probe sets and values assigned to each single transcript are displayed in a separate column to identify ambiguity and divergent expression directions of particular probe sets. BLAST e-values indicating similarity for each protein sequence pair are loaded from the tool\'s data background.

![**Ortho2ExpressMatrix workflow and usage**. Several different formats of the user\'s data are accepted by the web tool that allows the entry at several stages of the processing pipeline (step 1, input). Input data comprise either expression values for treatment and control or respective expression ratios of each of the two organisms or individuals to be compared. The processing, shown in step 2, covers the gene annotation levels from probe sets across transcript, protein to protein family annotation. Here, several external sources are named such as EnsemblCompara, InParanoid, SYSTERS, Ensembl Families for protein family approaches. The other annotation associations are derived, mainly from Ensembl, for the five species human, mouse, fruit fly, worm and yeast. Step 3 symbolizes the web server output (A) as matrix visualization and (B) as table. Similarly to the shown protein family association, the tool performs the association task also for family information of microRNAs.](1471-2164-12-483-1){#F1}

Statistical analysis
--------------------

O2EM allows over-representation analyses (ORA) based on Fisher\'s exact test \[[@B33]\] to validate the significance of the expression status for each protein family separately and for each organism. This analysis compares the list of differentially expressed genes and assesses for each family whether an over-representation is observed. As population background O2EM uses the number of all genes. In O2EM, significant differential expression is summarized according to gene annotation based on probe sets, genes, transcripts or protein levels as it is selected by the user on the tool\'s entry page. Consequently in O2EM, each level can be used for the ORA according to the user\'s definition.

The mathematical background of the ORA is the hypergeometric distribution which is implemented in O2EM comparably to the function \'phyper\' of the R package. The procedure in O2EM regards the ratio selected in the entry page as significance threshold. Separate calculations are performed for each of the two organisms (the objects along the two axes of a matrix) as well as for higher and lower differential expression. Hence, the results comprise four p-values for each family.

Utility
=======

Online matrix visualization
---------------------------

O2EM is designed to give the user full control---and responsibility---over input and quality of expression data assuming that the data for upload into O2EM are already normalized and summarized to a single expression value for each feature (e.g. median or average expression value associated to any gene annotation). The intention of O2EM is that the user shall be free to combine data levels of annotation and expression values with one out of several different gene family approaches.

O2EM visualizes each single gene family in a matrix format. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the schema of the O2EM matrix display in the web. All members of a single gene family are assigned to the row and the column of the matrix. The assignments for row and column with respect to the two biological objects include the gene annotation and the information on differential gene expression. Each single cell in the matrix symbolizes the membership in the gene family which is connected with the similarity of the two joined sequences; such a sequence pair can also be selected for data display with a HTML check box.

![**Information content of gene family matrix view**. The two biological objects 1 and 2 (organisms, individuals, see text) that are influenced by a disturbing factor (disease, treatment, experimental setting, see text) are placed along the axes together with corresponding arrays of gene annotation and the first gene parameter, the \'differential gene expression\'. The second gene parameter \'sequence similarity\' connects all members of a single protein family in the matrix field of the visualization.](1471-2164-12-483-2){#F2}

O2EM matrix displays of gene families provide intuitively insights into experimental gene expression and sequence similarity data. The two dimensions of the matrix indicate simultaneously (i) the sequence identifiers---cursor mouse-over function and URL link to the data origin and thereby external information on gene function---and (ii) the expression values as colour-coded fields in three grades: green/black/red for the directionality of differential gene expression (lower/not significant/upper). Averaged differential expression values are presented by curser mouse-over. Each cell of the matrix is coloured representing the sequence similarity of the respective pair of protein sequences; for this purpose, BLAST e-values are translated into colours; the colour code is explained in the web tool\'s FAQs page. The respective BLAST e-value is visible by cursor mouse-over or in the table output (see below).

Furthermore, additional information is given for genes in the vertical axis: each gene is linked to the source database (i.e., Ensembl) and, additionally, to the KEGG database \[[@B34]\] in order to explore gene functionality in signalling and metabolic pathways. A further link to the ATLAS database \[[@B23]\] is provided to give the user the opportunity to explore similar gene expression data in foreign studies for the respective gene (in a particular row) as well as for the full set of orthologous genes (all columns) in the compared organism. Matrices can be transposed if the orders of input organisms as well as of the data files are mutually changed. The genome-wide set of gene family matrices is continuously displayed. Scrolling through batches of 50 consecutively displayed families provides genome-wide insight into differential gene expression across gene families.

Reports on data loss
--------------------

Data loss occurs in several ways and depends on the data configuration: (i) if proteins are not assigned to a family in a particular family approach; (ii) if transcripts encode non-protein coding genes and a protein family approach is selected; (iii) if gene sequences are not covered by a (microarray) platform; (iv) if significance criteria, as defined by the user, are not satisfied. However, data quality criteria are in the user\'s responsibility and data will not be validated by the tool (e.g., if probe signals are not distinguished from the background; \'absent calls\'). Information on complete data reduction is given for several mapping steps at the end of the O2EM result pages.

Table output
------------

Three table output options are available in addition to the matrix view. The pre-selection---HTML check boxes allow (i) for a table view of the selection content shown on the actual matrix result page; furthermore, (ii) the entire result set as well as (iii) the set of all relations of significant ratios can be retrieved either from the entry page or from each single matrix result page, independently from the actually displayed batch. The output comprises information on family, gene, protein (or mature microRNA, respectively), the differential expression as log2-ratio for each of the two organisms as well as the BLAST e-value for each protein sequence pair; the format is tab-delimited ASCII plain text.

Case study
----------

In order to exemplify the usability and capability of O2EM, and also to clarify technical and information utilities of O2EM we conducted a case study. To elucidate connections within single families, we take two example families with co-directed expression from the literature. The first example comprises *RUNX1*genes in human as well as in mice and further differential expression data of *RUNX1*paralogs (*RUNX2, RUNX3*). Additionally to the *RUNX*family, we present a second protein family that is reported to be functionally connected to *RUNX1*depletion.

Silencing or knock-out studies with the human transcription factor *RUNX1*have been performed using the human megakaryoblastic leukaemia cell line Meg-01 \[[@B35]\] as well as juvenile mice \[[@B36]\]. As reaction on the *RUNX1*knock down, a significantly decreased gene expression is reported for the delta polypeptide of the catalytic Phosphoinositide-3-kinase, *PIK3CD*, a member in the human *PI3K*family. Similar genome-wide experiments explored reactions of *Pik3cd*on *Runx1*silencing in somatic cells of juvenile mice. We retrieved resulting gene expression data, series GSE17311 and GSE2592, from the GEO repository \[[@B21]\].

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} show two O2EM matrices for the respective two protein families in order to provide family information on both organisms (by calling two alternative protein family approaches). The paralogous sequences of *RUNX1/Runx1*(Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; SYSTERS4 family 149072) as well as of *PIK3CD/Pik3cd*(Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; Ensembl Family Ensembl:ENSFM00520000517795) were taken as screen shots from the O2EM output displays. The *RUNX1/Runx1*knock-out/silencing can be traced by a lowered expression in human knock-out cells (indicated by green boxes near the Ensembl ID ENSG00000159216) as well as in mouse (background of the box for Ensembl ID ENSMUSP00000109589). In mouse knock-out animals, expressions of all other *Runx*genes were also lowered while in human *RUNX2*was over-expressed and *RUNX3*was not significantly expressed. Such different co-directional behaviours discriminate the genes in the *RUNX*family from each other. In agreement with Edwards et al. \[[@B35]\], the genes *PIK3CD*and *Pik3cd*are repressed after the knock-out of *RUNX1/Runx1*, which could be quickly traced in the corresponding O2EM matrix, see green boxes at the matrix borders and the check box ticks in the matrix cells. Relationships of corresponding paralogs in both organisms can be easily traced by the coloured matrix cells in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![**Ortho2ExpressMatrix case study A**. *RUNX1*data were extracted from two different public resources. Data in GEO series GSE17311 (related literature, see text) include log10-ratios of two channel differential expression data in four experiments using the human megakaryoblastic leukaemia cell line Meg-01; GSE2592 comprises expression data for *Runx1*knock-out and wild-type mice at two time points and for all conditions done in duplicate. We extracted particular experiments from both data series for comparison with O2EM. Data for the human cell line were prepared for upload into O2EM by pre-calculation of the median from four biological replicates (combining data of biological or technical replicates are always in the user\'s control). Mouse data were separately averaged for the four knock-out and for the four wild-type experiments. The annotation function of O2EM associates probe information to gene and protein identifiers (transcripts and proteins stand, according to Ensembl, in a 1-to-1 correlation; transcript annotation is generally ignored in O2EM matrices) and finally to the families. This Figure, SYSTERS protein family 149072, in detail: annotation for *RUNX*genes of mouse (number 1) is displayed on the vertical axis, human orthologs are displayed on the horizontal axis. Gene names including links to Ensembl and gene description (near number 2) are located in the blue fields (additional links to KEGG genes and ATLAS experiments are truncated). The two items of the matrix borders comprise gene annotations in outer sphere (number 3) and, in the inner sphere (number 4), expression values of transcripts and information on related proteins; log2-ratios of differential expression intensities are averaged across all probe sets and translated to red/green colours (see section: Utility/Online visualization). Additionally, identifiers and intensities for each single probe set are given in a separate column (number 5; mouse-over). Background colours of the matrix cells (number 6) indicate similarity of the protein sequence pairs in the respective columns and rows. The reader should note the violet cell background that indicates the most similar proteins and respective genes and hence the respective closest orthologs, here distinguishing *RUNX1-Runx1*genes from *RUNX2-Runx2*and *RUNX3-Runx3*genes and vice versa.](1471-2164-12-483-3){#F3}

![**Ortho2ExpressMatrix case study B**. *PIK3CD*data were extracted from two different public resources, confer Figure 3. This Figure shows the respective Ensembl Family ENSFM00520000517795 for *PIK3*genes (alpha to delta subunits of the catalytic phosphoinositide-3-kinase) of human and mouse; the reader should note that the organism configuration is mutual to Figure 3. Explanations in numbers 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 correspond to the numbers in Figure 3. Pre-selection such as \'lower differential expression parallel in both organisms\' enforces the automatic check-in of the HTML check boxes and the mouse-over explanation as shown (the lower differential expression of *PIK3CD*in both organisms as reaction on RUNX1 silencing/depletion is the focus of the original literature, see text). This Figure shows a manually reduced pre-selection that shall indicate that there are now three proteins (ASIs) of the human gene *PIK3CD*and six proteins (ASIs) of the mouse gene *Pik3cd*selected for the Table output display (number 4; see also \'Utility/Table output\'). The statistical analysis (number 7) shows significances given by down-regulated probe sets and calculated by over-representation analysis p-values in mouse and human.](1471-2164-12-483-4){#F4}

Discussion
==========

In order to exemplify the biological complexity covered by O2EM, we discuss the main features in the sequel.

Selection features
------------------

O2EM features variability in: technology of measurements (microarray, microarray two-channel, quantitative next generation sequencing, etc.); microarray platforms (more than thirty platforms; see the web tool\'s FAQs page); homology relationship for orthology studies across two species (within the current organism space) or across paralog families of single species (tissue, technology comparison); gene family approaches (currently four for proteins and two for microRNAs); gene annotation levels if input data (probe set, gene, transcript, protein); form of differential expression data (two values to be calculated, ratio, log2-ratio, log10-ratio); actuality of the transcriptomes according Ensembl versions 63, 59, 53 and 49.

Interpretation of the matrix
----------------------------

O2EM is open for investigations in both directions: finding similar genes and discriminating them by differential gene expression, for instance, finding candidates of functional orthologs for two different organisms---inside-to-outside of the matrix---; or discriminating similar gene expression of transcripts within a protein family by sequence similarity---outside-to-inside. None of the directions overrules the other; moreover, both information trajectories contribute to a more complete picture.

Ambiguity
---------

The steadily increasing number of transcript annotations for a single gene reflects the continuous progress in the development of ASI prediction algorithms. It ends up also in an increase in ambiguity of probe sequence associations to transcripts since microarray designs are fixed. O2EM additionally favours transcript-associated expression data and, thus, circumvents ambiguity problems of the probe set annotation level. Coping with the transcript annotation level O2EM supports also more recent technologies such as next generation sequencing. Even ambiguity of probes on gene level is traceable; examples are genes in families of gene of the major histocompatibility complex.

Family approach benchmarking
----------------------------

The functionality of the O2EM web server is enabled by several pre-generated data that are stored in the tool\'s data background. For instance, the tool holds the proteins as members of established protein family approaches, and the total number of stored proteins and protein families varies for each pair of organisms and for each single protein family approach. We counted such numbers to provide an overview over content and granularity of the single approaches. Comparably, Ensembl version 59 (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S3) and Ensembl version 49 (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S4) show protein numbers in families as well as numbers of protein families for organism pairs and single organisms. The increase in protein numbers between Ensembl versions 49 and 59 reflects the improvements of splicing isoform detection by respective algorithms. A similar compilation can be found in \[[@B13]\].

Established protein family inferences
-------------------------------------

Established protein family inferences of all in O2EM integrated (external) approaches possess often limitations in the analysis of a sequence comparison \[[@B10]\], the evaluation step (clustering, phylogenomic analysis, etc.). O2EM attacks the problem indirectly by the implementation of methodologically different family approaches. This makes family inference results biologically more comprehensible since the approaches can be indirectly compared by successively running a discrete data set through all implemented family approaches.

In O2EM, all protein family data sets are based on full protein sequence length. In contrast to data of those established approaches (each of them is characterized by the evaluation step), pure BLAST searches could induce misleading results since BLAST best hit results, evaluated by e-values, are often driven by ubiquitary domains. Hence, the whole sequence length definition of the family generally overrules also a protein domain family definition, as for example provided by Pfam \[[@B37]\], and moreover a single best hit between two sequences. This is a strong argument for an integrating tool like O2EM that utilizes established protein family inferences based on full sequence lengths.

In O2EM, the user better exploits larger families (SYSTERS, Ensembl Family) to study the set of paralogs or finer granular families (EnsemblCompara, InParanoid) for the detection of the closer orthologs. Sequence relationships within larger protein families can be explored by the matrix visualization through colours that are coding sequence similarity. This feature facilitates and expedites visual analyses of lots of gene families.

Candidates of functional orthology
----------------------------------

O2EM with its attributes as an exploration tool bears forthcoming aspects for potential research. Generally, a sub-clustering of large families should be successful using differential expression data. This hint shall indicate that such principal observations can be made with O2EM. This can directly focus into the detection of candidates of functional orthology, which concerns the functional identity of an orthologous pair of proteins in two species. Expression traits of orthologous genes should be similar if such proteins stand in a functional context of pathways or protein complexes. Strength of O2EM is that common functional contexts can be compared with particular similarities of the proteins in a family.

MicroRNA families
-----------------

Similar to protein coding genes, also microRNA families can be analyzed due to their activation status. Results are displayed in Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Figure S5 for the two implemented microRNA family approaches miRBase and TargetScan simulated with random data for two patients. The Figure highlights the visualization of gene identity, pre-selection of co-directional expression, star microRNAs and family size. Members of microRNA families show a high sequence similarity which is a hint at common targets (a strong argument of the TargetScan approach); and moreover, O2EM provides insights in the regulation of such microRNAs. - As a further filtering function, the variation of the significance criterion (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Figure S6) can be used to set the focus on stronger activated or deactivated microRNAs. - To elucidate the genetics of several diseases it is an eminent research topic to explore the expression status not only of microRNAs but also of the potential target mRNA. Studying both RNA sets together makes O2EM to a basic application in functional genomics.

Paralog-rich protein families
-----------------------------

Such families consist of genes with common evolutionary background, such as genome duplication before or after speciation, or with qualities that require high functional specificity such as binding specificity of genes in the major histocompatibility complex MHC. Cancer-relevant genes such as caspases, cytochromes, kinases, or genes of the BCL2 family are potential candidates for a gene family investigation. Antigen families located in the MHC on human chromosome 6 are moreover a rich source for expression studies on large paralog families. Here, O2EM can be used to disclose the functionality as well as the sequence similarity within a family and the combination of both issues. Similarity of protein sequences is visualized by BLAST e-values which are translated to colours. Through this feature, the closest similar sequences can be compared with the genes similar in function. Functionality of such genes can be retraced by (coloured) expression data if respective mRNA is distinguishable.

Proteins in functional contexts
-------------------------------

Paralogous genes sometimes furnish protein complexes as subunits, for example *PI3K*genes (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This special case of genes in a functional context is an interesting object for studies on gene regulation. O2EM can answer the question whether only one or all subunits are deregulated by a disturbing factor since O2EM is capable to give answers regarding co-directed differential expression of respective paralogs.

Functional context features are also covered by phylogenetic profiling \[[@B38],[@B39]\], the presence or absence of proteins in organisms, which works beyond protein families and on a larger number of organisms; a corresponding approach is implemented for instance in SYSTERS \[[@B30]\]. O2EM complements phylogenetic profiling by elucidating the paralog populations in single protein families and extends binary presence/absence data with quantitative experimental data.

Tissue specificity
------------------

Paralogous genes can possess different function in different tissues. After gene duplication neofunctionalization can emerge for the given gene pair and can lead to a new expression pattern of the genes across the tissues of a single organism. Hence expression profiles of orthologs may play a significant role in tissues \[[@B40]\] wherein orthologs with lineage-specific gene duplications tend not to have highly correlated expression profiles or even orthologs with multiple duplications show weaker correlations of expression profiles. O2EM can elucidate such traits if tissues of one organism are compared or tissue-specific samples of two species are compared.

Conclusions
===========

Gene expression in two organisms or individuals is, until now, compared only for the most similar genes, which is the identical gene in one organism (and two individuals) or the gene pair of closest orthologs in two different organisms. Ortho2ExpressMatrix is developed to broaden this narrow gene identity, not leaving the field of homology. Gene or protein families are visually organized into two-dimensional matrices that help users to elucidate traits of functionally connected gene family entities in two whole genomes. Future work can be expected by addition of other species, further gene family inferring approaches or even another categorization systematic: the technical background of O2EM is in principle capable to visualize gene groups beyond a categorization in families.

Availability and requirements
=============================

O2EM is freely accessible at <http://bioinf-data.charite.de/o2em/cgi-bin/o2em.pl>. It is written in Perl and runs on a Linux platform using Apache2.x server. Data in the background are organized as plain text files and are available as download together with the source code for the tool (\< 300 Mb). A rough database schema, the HowTo for short description and installation as well as the download link are available via the project server. The visualization of results in batches allows the installation as single-standing online application in a standard computer with adequate performance times. An interface between Laboratory Information and Management Systems or other applications and O2EM on HTTP basis is available upon request.

List of abbreviations used
==========================

ASI: alternative splicing isoform; BLAST: Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; GEO: Gene Express Omnibus; HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol; O2EM: Ortho2ExpressMatrix; PIK3CD: phosphoinositide-3-kinase, catalytic, delta polypeptide; RUNX1: runt-related transcription factor 1; URL: Uniform Resource Locator.
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###### Additional file 1

**Supplementary tables and figures**. Table S1 lists the genome builts for five organisms with respective Ensembl versions integrated into Ortho2ExpressMatrix at the time of publication. Table S2 lists the implemented Microarray platforms and respective and GEO platform identifiers at the time of publication. Table S3 reports the assessment of numbers of proteins in families and protein families for pairs of organisms of four protein family inferring approaches basing on sequence data of Ensembl version 59, Table S4 reports the assessment of Ensembl 49. Figure S5 displays O2EM output examples for miRBase and TargetScan families. Figure S6 displays variations of the ratio threshold as significance criterion, which is an important O2EM selection parameter.
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